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Alumni Reception
in the 

Library Room 

at the 

Fairmont Royal York Hotel

in Toronto

for Alumni & Friends
 

Tuesday, March 3, 2015 

5:00 – 7:30 pm  
We look forward to seeing you! 

Highest bidder!

An entertaining auction for a sweater touted as a final 
edition, being the last official “Department of Geology” 
sweater available, was held in a bid to increase our 
Explorers Field Education Fund.  The winner of the 
auction was George A. Gorzynski (B.Sc. 1978) pictured 
with Department Chair Russ Pysklywec (left) and 
auctioneer Professor Dan Schulze (right).  The auction 
was held during the annual Alumni Reception at the 
Fairmont Royal York Hotel in March 2014.
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Chair’s Message
Welcome to this year’s newsletter that documents another very eventful 
year in the department. It is an honour for me to continue as Chair of the 
department and to work with Associate Chairs Professor Becky Ghent 
(Graduate) and Dr. Charly Bank (Undergraduate).

The past year was punctuated by a host of research highlights—we’ve 
included only several within--and many honours and accolades for our 
current departmental group and alumni.   Among these I want to highlight 
Professor Andrew Miall being selected as the recipient of the Logan Medal.  
The Logan Medal, awarded by the Geological Association of Canada, is the 

highest honour in Canadian geosciences and Andrew joins past UofT recipients including Tuzo Wilson, David Strangway, 
Tom Krogh, and Tony Naldrett.  Congratulations, Andrew, on this well-deserved and outstanding recognition.

Our core geology program and ore deposits discipline was very much strengthened last year by the addition of Professor 
Zoltan Zajacz to our faculty.  Zoltan was successful in a $1.5M application to the Canadian Foundation for Innovation for a 
new LA-ICPMS and electron microprobe.  These new tools will significantly enhance our analytical capacity in ore deposits 
and a range of other geological work.  With the arrival of the new microprobe we’re going to be retiring the venerable >25 
year-old Cameca SX50 microprobe—purchased for the department when Geoff Norris was Chair.

Our programs continue to flourish at both the graduate and undergraduate levels.  Our classes and field camps are still at a 
high-water mark—for example Professor Grant Henderson taught 88 students in the second year mineralogy class that he 
inherited long ago from Digger Gorman.  Especially promising is the growth in our geophysics undergraduate program.  
From 8 students in 2010 it has tripled to 24 in the fall of 2014 and we look forward to further growth in our program.  Amidst 
the thriving academic programs, the grad and undergrad student communities are as dynamic as ever with Rockfest, the 
semi-formal, SEG Chapter events, the Canadian Geogames, pub nights, and many more happenings.

On-going generous support of our Explorers Annual Fund for Field Education creates valuable enhanced field education 
opportunities for students from first year to graduate school in the department.  As you will find from the Newsletter, this 
year these included trips to Hawaii, Newfoundland and Labrador, China, and the Southwestern U.S.  Without the kind 
support of alumni and friends for the Explorers Annual Fund, these trips would not be possible.  A sincere thank you to all 
donors who provide these opportunities for our students.
 
New endowed scholarships in ES from very generous donors will provide real opportunities for students wanting to 
study in all areas of the geosciences.   A major donation by Hugh Snyder will establish the Snyder Family International 
Scholarship in Earth Sciences to support a cohort of international students from Latin America or Spain to come to UofT 
for undergraduate geology studies.   With the move of the geophysics program to ES, the following scholarships have been 
set up in our department to support graduate studies in geophysics: The Queen Elizabeth II/Harold O. Seigel Graduate 
Scholarship in Science and Technology, endowed by the Siegel family; The Queen Elizabeth II/Reford Scholarship in Science 
and Technology, endowed by Stephen Reford; and The Queen Elizabeth II/Lamontagne Geophysics Graduate Scholarship 
in Science and Technology, endowed by Dr. Yves Lamontagne.  Sally Tozer and her brother, Paul Tozer, continue to provide 
generous annual support for the Dr. E.T. Tozer Scholarship in (Triassic) Stratigraphy/Palaeontology.
 
Our research and teaching excellence with donor support continues to augment our status as a leading department in 
Canadian and global rankings.  The National Taiwan University Ranking, the most rigorous ranking system that breaks 
down rankings by discipline, lists geosciences at the University of Toronto at position 39 in their 2014 rankings.  This places 
us as the top-ranked Earth science unit among Canadian universities.  In a separate study, the US News and World 
Report lists geosciences at UofT as 32 in global rank and first in Canada.  While we have many measures of quality in our 
research and teaching that are independent of such rankings, it is gratifying to see our strength in geosciences reflected in 
global comparisons.  Take pride that your department and university enjoy this high reputation:  it is built on the combined 
excellence of our current efforts and the deeds and accomplishments of our tremendous alumni.

Finally, I want to thank Professor Emeritus Henry Halls as Editor and Karyn Gorra as Assistant Editor for assembling this 
year’s newsletter.  They’ve put together another exceptional publication that I hope you enjoy.

RP
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Awards
Our Congratulations to all on their achievements!   

Andrew Miall receives Logan Medal

Hearty congratulations to Andrew Miall for being awarded the highest honour of the 
Geological Association of Canada, the Logan medal, which was presented to him at the 
2014 GAC-MAC Annual Meeting in Fredericton, New Brunswick. His achievements are so 
lengthy we can only produce part of his citation! It reads as follows:

“Andrew Miall is recognized across Canada and around the world for his distinguished 
contributions to local, national and international communities, and for the beneficial 
impact of his work upon the lives of his fellow Canadians. Since 1979, his base has been the 
Department of Earth Sciences at the University of Toronto where he is the inaugural holder 
of the Gordon Stollery Chair in Basin Analysis and Petroleum Geology.

For four decades, Andrew Miall has functioned like a “super sleuth”, deciphering the geological 
history of Canada’s north, developing associated scientific hypotheses, and subsequently 

offering sensible solutions to the toughest problems of our times – pressing energy and water issues affecting all Canadians, 
including the need to sustainably manage resources while simultaneously protecting the environment. Thanks to Andrew 
Miall’s work in Theory in Stratigraphy, Sequence Stratigraphy, Fluvial Sedimentology, Glacial Deposits, the Geology of Arctic 
Canada, and the Geology of Canada and/or North America, all Canadians, from national policy makers to local community 
actors, are better informed for decisions about the proper management of Canada’s energy, water and other natural resources.

Andrew is one of the most frequently cited sedimentary geologists, living or dead. His publications, particularly in his special 
areas of fluvial sedimentology and sequence stratigraphy, have been cited some 10,000 times!”

GSA Public Service Award to Mark Quigley

Mark Quigley, (B.Sc. 1999; UTM), received the 2014 Public 
Service Award of the Geological Society of America. Mark 
is presently Associate Professor of Active Tectonics and 
Geomorphology at the University of Canterbury, New 
Zealand. His award was for his seismic research and public 
outreach concerning the Canterbury sequence of earthquakes 
which started on September 4th 2010 and culminated in the 
devastating destruction of Christchurch in February 2011. 
Mark has a most entertaining web site (http://www.drquigs.
com/?page_id=17) in which he describes his favourite 
research papers in terms of the trials and tribulations behind 
the printed page!

Jeff Fawcett, Henry Halls

AGU awards 2013 N.L. Bowen award to Don Dingwell

Don Dingwell who was an Assistant Professor at Erindale 
College (now UTM) from 1986 to 1987, before moving to the 
newly founded Bavarian Geo-Institute in Bayreuth, Germany, 
was awarded the prestigious N.L. Bowen Award at the 2013 
AGU Fall Meeting in San Fransisco. The award recognizes 
outstanding contributions to volcanology, geochemistry, or 
petrology. 

Fellowship of the Royal Geographic Society to Joe Desloges

Professor Joe Desloges was elected a Fellow of the Royal 
Canadian Geographical Society (RCGS).  The College 
of Fellows goes back to 1930 and Joe was recognized in a 
ceremony in Ottawa in November, 2014. 

Notable other Fellows range from scientists to explorers 
like Frederick Banting to Julie Payette, as well as our own 
Professor Miriam Diamond.

Ph.D. Thesis Award to Duane Smythe

Dr. Duane Smythe (Ph.D. 2014; Brenan) has been awarded 
the 2014 Leopold Gelinas Gold medal for the best Ph.D. 
thesis from the Volcanology-Igneous Petrology Division of 
the Geological Association of Canada.  His thesis was entitled 
“Cerium Oxidation State in Silicate Melts and the Application 
to Ce-in-Zircon Oxygen Barometry”.  Nominated theses are 
evaluated on the basis or originality, validity of concepts, 
organization and presentation of data, understanding of 
volcanology, and depth of research. 
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International Ph.D. Award to Camille Sonnenville

Camille Sonneville, Université Lyon, is the winner of this 
year’s FCRF (France Canada Research Fund) Award for the 
international joint Ph.D.  The award is “for the best thesis 
completed by a Ph.D. student participating in the France-
Canada joint Ph.D. (co-tutelle) program after a successful 
defence”.  Camille was co-supervised by Professor Grant 
Henderson and was a frequent visitor here at the department 
during her doctoral work.

CIM Best Paper Award to Mike Hamilton

Mike Hamilton and co-authors have won the Barlow Medal 
from the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and 
Petroleum (CIM) for their paper “Structure, Stratigraphy, 
U-Pb Geochronology and Alteration Characteristics of Gold 
Mineralization at the Detour Lake Gold Deposit, Ontario, 
Canada”.  The Barlow Medal is given by CIM for best 
geological paper  in CIM publications during the preceding 
year. 

Teck Chair in Mineralogy at the Royal Ontario Museum 
awarded to Kim Tait

Kim Tait was named as the (inaugural) Teck Chair in 
Mineralogy at the Royal Ontario Museum. Kim, a ROM 
Curator of Natural History and Associate Professor of Earth 
Sciences  at the University of Toronto, joined the Museum 
in 2007, and holds a B.Sc. in Geology from the University 
of Manitoba, a Ph.D. in Geosciences from the University 
of Arizona, and is a Fellow of the Canadian Gemmological 
Association. In her new role, Dr. Tait will lead scholarly 
research, publications and strategic acquisitions. Earth and 
space are major themes of the ROM that the public can 
explore through the new ROM Earth & Space Centre of 
Discovery. Kim will contribute to ROM Earth & Space by 
developing permanent galleries, major exhibitions, public 
programming and education. The Teck Chair is endowed 
by Vancouver-based diversified resource company Teck, as 
part of its commitment to support leading-edge research into 
Earth sciences at the ROM.

Leonard Medal awarded to Roger Hewins (Ph.D. 1971; 
Naldrett)

One of Tony Naldrett’s first graduate students, Roger spent 
most of his career at Rutgers University in New Jersey, where 
he did experimental petrology on meteoritic chondrules. He 
received the Leonard Medal of the Meteoritical Society at its 
2014 annual meeting in Casa Blanca. He is now at the Paris 
Natural History Museum, working on regolith breccia from 
Mars containing 4.43 Ga zircons.

Viola MacMillan Award to Matt Manson (Ph.D. 1996; Halls)

Matt Manson, president and CEO of Stornoway Diamonds, 
is the winner of this year’s Viola R. MacMillan Award for 
company or mine development. He is getting the award for 
leading Stornoway’s team in the continuing development of 
the company’s Reynard diamond project in the James Bay 
region of Quebec (see  page 16).  

Special Tribute Award to John Thompson (M.Sc. 1978, 
Ph.D. 1982; Naldrett) 

John is the recipient of a Special Tribute award from the 
Association of Mineral Exploration British Columbia 
(AME BC) for his contributions to the Vancouver mineral 
exploration and mining community. He has been an energetic 
supporter of the exploration and mining community since 
arriving at Vancouver in 1991. He has advanced economic 
geology research, mentored students who are now active 
in the industry, supported volunteer professional activities 
at local, provincial, national and international levels, and 
has played pivotal roles in the creation of Geoscience BC 
and the Canada Mining Innovation Council.  During his 
career from 1991 onwards he has been successively Director, 
Mineral Deposit Research Unit at UBC, Chief Geologist 
for Teck Cominco, rising to Vice President Technology and 
Development for Teck corporation, and in 2013 he became 
Wold Professor in Environmental Balance for Human 
Sustainability at Cornell University, while remaining an 
adjunct Professor with UBC. In 2014 he was elected to the 
World Economic Forum-Agenda Council: Future of Mining 
and Metals.  

Northern Miner, Henry Halls

Tenure Appointments

Professor Lindsay Schoenbohm (UTM) and Professor 
Maria Dittrich (UTSC) have received tenure and have 
been promoted to the rank of Associate Professor.

New Beginnings

Elodie Passeport a former PDF  in Barb Sherwood Lollar’s 
lab, accepted a faculty position with a joint appointment 
between the Departments of Civil Engineering and Chemical 
Engineering and Applied Chemistry here at UofT.

AGGS to AGESS: The Association of Geology Graduate 
Students (AGGS) transformed into the Association of 
Graduate Earth Sciences Students (AGESS) .
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Birthday wishes for Fried!

Fried Schwerdtner turned 80 this past year and 
continues to take an active part in the department 
being seen regularly at Rockfest every Friday and 
numerous times  on the second floor where he shares 
an office with another Professor Emeritus, Pierre 
Robin. Fried tells me that he walks the dog every day 
for four kilometers which keeps him in fine fettle for 
his rigorous field program in the Grenville Province, 
where he is documenting terminal collapse features of 
the orogen.  

Henry Halls

New Faculty Profile

Zoltan Zajacz

After obtaining a Ph.D. in Geochemistry in 2007 at ETH in Zurich Switzerland, 
Zoltan was a post-doctoral fellow for three years at the University of Maryland. 
He then returned to ETH for three years as a senior research scientist before 
joining our department as Assistant Professor in January 2014. His research 
focuses on the mobility of volatile elements and economically important metals 
in high-temperature geologic fluids and the genesis of magmatic-hydrothermal 
ore deposits. One of the major medium-term goals set for his research group is 
to construct a thermodynamic model that is capable of predicting the partition 
coefficient of sulphur, chlorine, copper, gold, molybdenum and platinum group 
elements between silicate melts and magmatic volatiles as a function of pressure, 
temperature and silicate melt composition. This will in turn be used to model the 
efficiency of ore fluid generation during the evolution of various magma reservoirs in 
the Earth’s crust, as well as to improve the applicability of volcanic gas compositions 
to eruption forecasting. In addition, his research group engages in field-based 

studies on magmatic-hydrothermal ore deposits to better understand the physical mechanisms of volatile extraction and ore 
metal sequestration from magmas, and the controls on ore mineral deposition within the associated hydrothermal systems. 
The results of the high pressure-temperature experimental work, the thermodynamic model calculations and the direct 
observations on natural systems are interpreted in unison to obtain the deepest possible understanding of these complex 
processes. Ultimately, his results should assist with further developing regional and local scale exploration criteria for 
porphyry and epithermal ore-deposits.  In the summer just passed, Zoltan married another geologist, Alexandra (Sasha) 
Tsay who has just started a postdoctoral fellowship with James Brenan. Zoltan loves the outdoors and travelling to exotic 
locations. He is an avid skier, scuba diver and volcano chaser!  Welcome to the Department, Zoltan and Sasha!

New Scholarships for Earth Sciences
Mr. Hugh Snyder, a Mining Geologist 
by training, has made a major 
donation to the department to create 
the Snyder Family International 
Scholarship in Earth Sciences.

Mr. Snyder has been active at the senior 
level for more than 20 years in the 
evaluation, exploration, development 
and production of mineral deposits in 

Spain, Mexico, Central and South America and as a token of 
gratitude for the support and encouragement he has received 
there,  and the sheer pleasure of working there, would like 
to support academically outstanding students from those 
countries who have an interest in pursuing their studies at 
the University of Toronto in Earth Sciences.

Three additional scholarships new to Earth Sciences  include 
The Queen Elizabeth II/Harold O. Seigel Graduate 
Scholarship in Science, endowed by the Siegel family, The 
Queen Elizabeth II/Lamontagne Geophysics Graduate 
Scholarship in Science and Technology, endowed by Dr. 
Yves Lamontagne, and The Queen Elizabeth II/Reford 
Scholarship in Science and Technology, endowed by 
Stephen Reford to support graduate studies in geophysics.
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Omotayo Folakemi Apama 
Jacob Chol

Ken Loon Choo
Tahina Choudhury

Ragan Danford
Kurt Joseph Hartung

Tina Ho

Class of 2014 

Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.)

Master of Science (M.Sc.) Master of Applied Science (M.A.Sc.)

Caitlin Beland
Vlad Ene

Neva Fowler-Gerace
Mark Higgins

James McCarthy

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

Therese Garcia
Benjamin Hook
Stefan Markovic

Jessica Arteaga
Gautam Narayana

Ka Wun Chu
Sara Nicholson
Sarina Cotroneo

Alex Pernin

Chen Yu Hwang
Giancarlo Jones
Hoson Kablawi
Mariea Kartick
Athraa Koma

Roman Kondrachov
Dennis Luo

Juzer Norman
Sarah Shaharuddin

Jared Sutton
Osayi Simeon Uwagbale

Adam Virani
Jessica Biscardi

Henry Francis Collins

Joseph Housam
Da Som Sharon Lee

Shilika Mathur
Ivee Marie Molina

Anika Rahana Tanwi
Emmet Wisnicki

Kun Guo
Gary Schudel

Simen Johnsen
Dong Shi
Yakun Liu

Shawn Vanderkerkhove

Neil Krystopowicz
Beata Opalinska

Michelangela Sciortino
Katherine Schmidt

The inaugural Earth Sciences Student Award Night to 
recognise and celebrate the acheivements of students in the 
department was held at the Prenup Pub in October.

The event was organised by Associate Chairs Rebecca Ghent 
(Graduate) and Charly Bank (Undergraduate), Chair Russ 
Pysklywec, and Ampy Tolentino (Assistant to the Chair). 
Ampy is to be commended for sourcing out such a great 
venue.  Russ welcomed the group to the top floor of the Pub 
where students, faculty and staff enjoyed a casual atmosphere 
with great food and beverages (70 beers on tap!) while 
recipients of the internal departmental scholarships and 
awards were announced. Appreciation of past and current 
donors to these scholarships was acknowledged and students 
were congratulated on their accomplishments and reminded 
to take pride in these acheivements as they continue in their 
studies and careers.

Student Awards Night

Undergraduates at the Awards Night.  Front l-r: Henry Hoang, 
Robin Wolf, Patrick Watt, Ben Mayers, Michelle Gluck, Jesse 
Manna. Back l-r: Giancarlo Jones, Charly Bank, Alan Lee.
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NSERC Undergraduate Student Research Awards
 Alister Cunje   Man Ching Poon 
 Sam Edwards   Robin Wolf  
 Emily Moffata   

University of Toronto Excellence Award
 Jesse Manna

Coleman Gold Medal in Geology
 Ken Loon Choo

The Wesley Tate Scholarship in Geology
 Ken Loon Choo

The Edward Blake Scholarship in Earth Sciences
 Robin Wolf

The James P. Nowlan Explorers Fund 
Undergraduate Scholarship
 Giancarlo Jones

The Daniela and Alexander Tintor Undergraduate 
Scholarship
 Chen Yu (Hawkin) Hwang

The Nicholas Wemyss Undergraduate Explorers 
Fund Award
 Patrick Watt

The Alexander MacLean Scholarship in Geology
 Robin Wolf

The Daniel Wilson Scholarship in Earth Sciences
 Yong Kiat (Alan) Lee

The Roger E. Deane Memorial Scholarship in 
Geology
 Michelle Lee

The H.V. Ellsworth Undergraduate Award in 
Mineralogy
 Sam Edwards

Geological Association of Canada Student Prize
 Robin Wolf

The Joubin James Scholarship and Prize
 Michelle Lee

The Garnet W. McKee-Lachlan Gilchrist 
Scholarship
 Ken Loon Choo

The Frederick W. Schumacher Scholarship
 Robin Wolf

The Dr. E.T. Tozer Scholarship in (Triassic)
Stratigraphy/Palaeontology
 Jesse Manna

BPP-University of Toronto Women’s Association 
Scholarship in Geology
 Reuben Vaughan

Student Industry Field Trip (SIFT) — offered by 
the Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists   
 Benjamin Mayers

Undergraduate Student Awards

U of T Excellence Award in Action

During summer break of 2014, I was fortunate enough to receive the University 
of Toronto Excellence Award, which provided me with an opportunity to 
enhance my learning experiences through hands-on laboratory and fieldwork. 
This opportunity has and continues to diversify my experience with leading edge 
concepts and technologies within the field of geology.

I traveled to Utah and Arizona to do fieldwork within the Navajo Sandstone 
deposits. These deposits are vast paleo-sand dunes that existed during the 

Jurassic period. I spent time exploring evidence that is preserved within the Navajo Sandstone and how it is related to the 
geological history of Navajo, such as past earthquake events, predominant wind directions or even dinosaur migration. I also 
spent much of my time collecting rock samples that pre-existed as deposits at the bottom of an ancient lake. The goal of my 
research is to determine the dynamics of these ancient lake deposits and the processes responsible for the formation of rock 
types we see within them using isotope geochemistry.

Jesse Manna
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Natural Science and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada Postgraduate Scholarship
 Thomas Boag  Kirsten Kennedy
 Sara Mason
 
Ontario Graduate Scholarship
 April Dalton  Magdalena Sobol
  
The Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Scholarships 
in Science and Technology/Canadians Resident 
Abroad Foundation Graduate Scholarship
 Chen Yu Hwang  Cédrick O’Shaughnessy
 
The Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Scholarships in 
Science and Technology/J.J. Fawcett Graduate 
Scholarship 
 Arjan Mann  Sara Mazerouei-Seidan
 Anna Phillips  Siobhan Williams
 Andrew Zajch

The Queen Elizabeth II / Reford Graduate 
Scholarships in Science and Technology
 Kenneth Nurse
 
The Queen Elizabeth II / Harold O. Seigel Graduate 
Scholarships in Science and Technology
 Maria Tibbo

Graduate Explorers Fund
 Allison Enright

The Jeff Fawcett and John Gittins Graduate 
Explorers Fund
 Keith Salamon  Quincy Poon
  
Irene Gale-Rucklidge Explorers Fund Graduate 
Scholarship
 Neva Fowler-Gerace

Richard Bedell Explorers Fund Graduate 
Scholarship
 Dong Shi

James P. Nowlan Explorers Fund Graduate 
Scholarship
 Tassos Venetikidis

Nick and Marilyn Tintor Explorers Fund Graduate 
Scholarship
 Allison Enright

D.H. Gorman Explorers Fund Graduate 
Scholarship
 Heidi Tomes

Dr. P.C. Finlay, Q.C. President’s Fellowship 
 Joan DeVera  
 
Dr. Norman Keevil President’s Fellowship in 
Geology
 Renjie Zhou

Margaret Amelia Miller Scholarship 
 Jianing Zhang  
 
A.T. Griffis Memorial Graduate Scholarship
 Vasilia Lukich

W.W. Moorhouse Fellowship
 Dong Shi  

The H. V. Ellsworth Graduate Award 
 Tucge Sahin  Neal Sullivan
 
Laurie Curtis Teaching Assistant Award
 Sadeed Hassan  Jessica Arteaga 

Steve and Joan Scott Graduate Scholarship    
 Alexandre Boivin

A.J. (Tony) Naldrett Graduate Scholarship    
 Jianing Zhang  Carter Grondahl

Graduate Student Awards

A few attendees at the Student Awards Night enjoying the 
atmosphere at the Prenup Pub.  L-R Kristen Kennedy, Tugce Sahin, 
Cédrick O’Shaughnessy, Stefan Markovic, Anna Phillips, Neal 
Sullivan, Tom Boag, Carter Grondahl, Hawkin Hwang, Professor 
Jörg Bollman, Tassos Venetikidis and (in the background) Dong Shi.
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Cameron Allen
Jennifer C. Armstrong

Jon G. Baird
Andrew F. S. Bau
Joseph Berkowitz
Gordon R. Chu

Jennifer A. Clark
Laurence Curtis

Dorothy R. De Haas
J. Jeffrey and Sylvia Fawcett

George A. Gorzynski
Sarah K. Hirschorn

Ann F. Hubbs

The Earth Sciences department has been enhanced with a 
watercolour painting by Arthur P. Coleman, famous geologist 
and first Head of the department, and two antique portraits 
of former Presidents of the Geological Society of London, all 
coming to us with interesting stories about how they made 
their way to our department.  

Portraits of Sir Roderick Murchison and Mr. William 
Buckland were presented to the Department of Earth 
Sciences by Mr. Richard Crabbe of Toronto in November 
2013. They were inherited by Mr. Crabbe through a lineage 
from his great-great grandfather Mr. William Henry Fitton, 
a friend of Murchison’s. It was Mr. Crabbe’s wish that the 
portraits be housed where they would be most appreciated 
and would be preserved as a memory of the early years of the 
Geological Society of London.

The pictures are currently exhibited in the office of the 
holder of the Gordon Stollery Chair in Basin Analysis and 
Petroleum Geology, currently Professor Andrew Miall.  

The Coleman painting was donated to U of T by Diana 
Parks McIntyre who is the  granddaughter of  William Parks, 
a former student of  Coleman, the first person to receive a 
Ph.D. in geology in Canada (1900) and also former Head of 
the department from 1932 to 1936.  The painting has been in 
the Parks McIntyre family for almost a hundred years, a gift 
to Parks and his wife from Coleman.  This painting  shows 
the Cataract Pass, a snowy range overlooking the Brazeau 
and Cataract Rivers on the border between Alberta’s Jasper 
National Park and the White Goat Wilderness Area some 
2,400 metres above sea level. Cataract Pass was one of Arthur 
Coleman’s favourite places.  It is now enjoyed by students and 

We acknowledge, with thanks, donations made to the Department in 2014 by the following individuals and organisations to 
the Explorers Field Education Fund and a variety of Scholarship Funds.

Deborah Hutchinson Gove
Richard S. James
Sandra L. Kamo
Yim M. C. Kwok
Bernd Milkereit

Buzz Neal
M. Jean Pardo

Don Poirier
Davileen Margaret Radigan

Norman A. Rukavina
Leslie Ruo

Walfried M. Schwerdtner
Joel Seigel

Kevin A. Shaw
Hugh R. Snyder

Greg Stott
Alar Soever

Sutton Family Fund
A. S. J. Tozer
Paul Tozer

Adrian David Van Rythoven
Dennis and Janet Waddington

Alan John Wainwright
Ryan Weston

and several anonymous donors

professors of geology in its new home in our seminar room.
This is Diana’s second donation of historic significance to 
our department and the University.  In 2008 she donated 
scrapbooks of newspaper clippings and other memorabilia.
More detailed accounts of these donations can be found at: 

http://news.artsci.utoronto.ca/news/gift-of-painting-      
honours-earth-science-pioneers/

  

http://www.es.utoronto.ca/about/history/antique-portraits/

Donations of Historical Items

Photos: top left Sir Robert Murchison; right, Mr. William 
Buckland;  bottom, painting of Cataract Pass by A.P. Coleman.
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In 2012 the Canmore Geoscience Centre in Alberta, led 
by independent geologist Ben Gadd, developed an exhibit 
to celebrate a remarkable project of the Geological Survey 
of Canada, “Operation Bow-Athabasca.” This was a project 
to map at the 1:50,000 scale the Front Ranges and Main 
Ranges of the Rocky Mountains between Banff and Jasper. 
A travelling exhibit consisting of photographs and maps 
from the period is currently on display in the Earth Sciences 
Centre.

The project was completed over the three field seasons, 
1965-1967. It stands as an example of the heroic age of 
the Geological Survey of Canada, when ambitions were 
large, there were field budgets to match, leadership was 
first class and the science was new and exciting. Operation 
Bow-Athabasca was led by Ray Price, who went on to head 
the Survey and later served as Assistant Deputy Minister 
of NRCan, and by Eric Mountjoy It included two Ph.D. 
graduates of our department, Roger Macqueen and Dave 
Gibson, whose careers were mostly spent at the GSC (Roger 
taught for a while on the Erindale campus of the U of T– now 
UTM – and then at Waterloo).

The detailed field mapping – aided by new reflection-
seismic data released by Shell and published in 1966 by 
the Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists – produced 
some 39 geological maps and many geological cross-sections 
that stand among the most beautiful – and perhaps most 
commonly posted – in the world. Many features of thrust and 
fold belts shown on these cross-sections had been recorded 

elsewhere before but not in such convincing details over such 
a broad area. At the centre of the display are an essay by Ray 
Price and another panel titled “What geological science has 
learned from Operation Bow-Athabasca”. They explain how 
gravity acting on growing mountains accounts for how and 
why such thrust faults form and glide, and for how and why 
sedimentary basins occur along their margins. At the time, 
Plate Tectonics, as the underlying cause of the observations, 
was still in the teething stage. 

In the summer of 1967, one of us – Andrew, then a young 
graduate student at the University of Ottawa – attended the 
first International Symposium on the Devonian System, held 
in Calgary, and made his first field trip through the Rockies, 
a trip led by Ray Price. In 1972 Andrew joined the Survey as a 
young Research Scientist to carry out mapping and regional 
stratigraphic studies in the Arctic Islands. Those were the 
days! The scientific team at the Survey was outstanding, the 
Survey was receiving enthusiastic support from the resource 
industries, and it was an exciting place to be during what 
we now realise was the period during which the science of 
sedimentology was born.    

Andrew Miall, Pierre Robin

The Bow-Athabasca Project
Exhibit visits U of T

Photos and maps from the Operation Bow Athabasca exhibit have decorated the main corridor of the Earth Sciences Centre since 
September and will remain on display until May.  Top photo shows Pierre Robin leading a group of students through the exhibit 
during his Rockfest talk on the project.  Photo credit (top) Riaz Ahmed.
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Hard times in Hawaii!

During the February 2014 Reading Week, the students in 
ESS322 Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology visited the Big 
Island of Hawaii as part of the U of T International Course 
Module Program.  A major focus of the trip was Kilauea 
volcano, which is not only one of the most active on Earth, 
but has an excellent learning infrastructure centred on 
the Hawaiian Volcanic Observatory within the Hawaiian 
Volcanoes National Park.  The group flew from Toronto to 
Kona, then drove to the Holo Holo In (sic) in Volcano Village, 
the base of operations.  On approaching our destination, those 
who were still awake got the treat of seeing Kilauea’s red glow 
reflected on the cloud cover that night.  Over the following 
10 days, the group visited various locations within the park, 
and nearby, and also made excursions to study deposits 
produced by some of the other volcanoes which comprise 
the island.  Some highlights included mapping young lava 
flows in the spectacular saddle region between Mauna Loa 

A small group of faculty and students took advantage of 
reading week, and headed south to explore the geological 
wonders of the southwestern United States. The trip was 
generously supported by the Faculty of Arts and Science and 
Imperial Oil, who contributed $6500 and $2000, respectively, 
as well as the departmental Explorers Field Education Fund. 

This was the third time we have conducted this trip, which 
aims to contrast transport processes observed in a modern 
desert (Death Valley) with the rock record of these processes 
in the Colorado Plateau (Utah/Arizona). Teaching outcomes 
include: 1) Understanding temporal and spatial scales in 
sedimentological systems; 2) The interplay between tectonic 
and sedimentation and their effect on basin evolution; 3) 
Connecting the geological record to modern processes. The 
trip was organised together with the Institute for Colorado 
Field Studies (ICFS), which was founded by an Alumnus of 
our Department (Dr. Gerald Bryant Ph.D. 2011; Miall).  

Uli Wortmann

and Mauna Kea, trenching for Kilauea scoria deposits with 
USGS geologist Don Swanson, the green sand beach at Puu 
Mahana, the “long march” to view the remains of the Mauna 
Ulu eruption, and much more!  Everyone worked pretty 
hard, but on the last day, I finally relented by scheduling a 
relaxing day at Hapuna Beach on the Kona coast.  Professor 
Pierre Robin and Mr. Cédrick O’Shaughnessy generously 
donated their time (alternative: -20°C in Toronto!) to help 
with course instruction.  Thanks also to Dr. Don Swanson 
(USGS) for helping us to understand better the explosive 
eruptive history of Kilauea, and showing us field examples of 
the Keanakako’i tephra.  Dr. Mike Poland (USGS) provided 
information on the volcanic hazards monitoring activities 
at the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory.  Financial support 
was provided by the University of Toronto International 
Course Module Program, as well as the Department of Earth 
Sciences Explorers Field Education Fund.  

James Brenan

Ivee Molina, Jesse Manna, Dasom Sharon Lee, Daniel Swiatek, 
Hoson Kablawi, Natascia Zuccarelli Pegoraro, Rachel Jongsma 
with Professors Uli Wortmann and Sarah Finkelstein.

Geology of the SW United States
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ESS490 Capstone Field School to 
Newfoundland and Labrador

From August 16-30 of 2014, 12 upper level undergraduates 
embarked on the second running of the “capstone” field 
school which explores the igneous, metamorphic and 
sedimentary record of the opening and subsequent closure 
of the Iapetus ocean, as exposed in Newfoundland and 
Labrador. The itinerary included Precambrian coastal 
sections of southeastern Labrador, the allochthons exposed 
near the UNESCO world heritage sites at L’Anse aux Meadows 
and Gros Morne National Park, the global stratotype section 
for the Cambrian-Ordovician boundary at Green Point, as 
well as the rich fossil localities of the Port-au-Port Peninsula, 
Table Point and Flowers Cove.  Over the course of the 
field school, students saw outcrops of the oceanic upper 
mantle, (almost) stood on the Moho, and saw world-class 
exposures of paleokarst, shallow marine carbonates, and 
time-equivalent continental shelf and slope successions.  The 
group camped each night save one, in which we enjoyed a 
luxurious evening at the Parson’s Harbourview Motel and 

Students pose for a group photo during the 
annual Graduate Field Trip held in the fall.  The 
annual field trip, this year to the Bancroft area 
and Algonquin Park, has proved to be a great 
way for new students to get to know each 
other and to learn about local geology.  Dan 
Schulze, Pierre Robin, Terry Bottrill and Russ 
Pysklywec (who took this photo) accompanied 
about 25 students on the weekend trip.

Undergraduate activities

Our undergrads continue to explore the planet; notable this 
year was a field trip to attend the ore-deposits workshop 
organised by Emeritus Professor Steven Scott in China during 
November. Other groups went to Hawaii, southwestern US, 
and South Africa. Starting next academic year we may be 
able to offer a revised environmental and Earth Systems 
major program; we are currently in the process of getting it 
approved. This program would not be possible without the 
expertise of faculty members from geography who joined 
the department of Earth Sciences nearly three years ago but 
whose teaching duties until now remained with their former 
department.

Charly Bank

Cabins in Rocky Harbour.  The weather was typical for the 
place, with mixed sun-clouds-rain-repeat, and we even 
caught the tail end of Hurricane Crisobal the night before 
the final mapping exercise!  The trip was lead by Professor 
James Brenan, with able assistance from Mr. Ben Moulton.

James Brenan

The photo shows from left to right: Charly Bank, Erica Veglio,  
Alister Cunje, Sacha Papadimitrios, Christian Tai Udovicic, and 
Roberta Sears, on the South side of the Golden Gate Bridge. 
These undergrad students presented their research at the fall 
AGU conference.

Graduate Field Trip

Left to right: Robin Wolf, Yiwei Yin, Amar Doshi, Samantha 
Gignac, Jenny Lemberg (kneeling), Ben Moulton (behind), Shu 
Chen, Felicia DaSilva, Kristyna Buchan and James Brenan (front).
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The next rover being sent by NASA to 
Mars in 2020 will carry instruments for 
seven science and exploration technology 
investigations.  The instruments were chosen from
58 proposals and one of the successful entries, a ground-penetrating radar 
known as RIMFAX, was submitted by a team of scientists that includes our 
own Becky Ghent!

Ground penetrating radar will allow imaging of the subsurface and will be 
particularly effective because of the expected high resistivity of the Martian 
crust due to the lack of water.  The instrument will  examine  underlying layering 
and geological structures along a profile as the rover drives over the surface. 
The broad aims of the mission are to discover the geological processes that 
shaped Mars’ sedimentary environment, to examine variations in subsurface 
composition and to search for evidence of past habitable environments.

Ghent’s tasks prior to launch will be to measure the electrical properties of 
materials that may be similar to those  found on Mars, and to help interpret the 
radar’s results. She will also participate in field testing of instrument prototypes 
and related data analysis. After launch and during the science phase of the 
mission, Ghent will be involved in science planning for the investigation, data 
processing and scientific analysis as well as geological interpretation of the 
radar data.

Ghent’s interest in the geological process of terrestrial planets, including the Moon, began in graduate school when analyzing 
radar data from the Magellan mission to Venus. She has been involved in various missions since, including the Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter, launched in 2009, and the OSIRIS REx asteroid sample return mission, scheduled for launch in 
2016.    

[abridged version of an article from the NASA Mars 2020 Website]

Public Outreach 
The following was written for the departmental website for a general audience including school children and teachers 

to learn about the type of work some of our scientists are doing and the international connections to their work.

How drilling into the Earth’s surface can tell us about climate millions of years ago

Several faculty in our Department conduct “palaeo-science” research; meaning that they study trends in the past in order to 
understand the present, and in turn, to predict the future. One of these researchers is Dr. Uli Wortmann, who uses sediment 
cores to investigate biogeochemical cycling in the Earth’s past. The principle behind the use of ocean drilling cores (or in 
the case of the accompanying video, land surface cores drilled by those in the petroleum industry) rests on the observation 
that with time, today’s land surface sediments will eventually become buried (in the oceans or on land in wet environments). 
Because this has occurred continuously through time, the further down that we can drill into the Earth’s surface, the farther 
back in time that we are able to reconstruct the environment in which the sediments were originally buried. Dr. Wortmann 
is one of the senior scientists on an international grant proposal requesting funds for continued drilling in the coastal African 
nation of Tanzania. The accompanying video was produced so that the importance of their research can be better appreciated 
by a larger audience.  Once a scientist has samples of drilled mud, they can look for different things; featured in this video 
are diatoms, microscopic algae that have distinctive shapes and sizes representing different species. Some species prefer 
warm environments, others prefer cold, so if you are able to quantify the types of diatoms found in core samples, palaeo-
temperatures can be reconstructed.  See the Tanzania Drilling Project video at http://vimeo.com/107911777

  Sharon Cowling, Outreach Committee Chair
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New Research Results

  The earliest vertebrate jaws discovered

Jean-Bernard Caron, Curator of Invertebrate Paleontology 
at the Royal Ontario Museum and Associate Professor in the 
Departments of Earth Sciences and Ecology & Evolutionary 
Biology at the University of Toronto, has uncovered a remarkable 
piece in the puzzle of the evolution of vertebrates. The fossilized 
fish, known as Metaspriggina, dates back to the Cambrian period 
(about 505 million years ago). It shows pairs of exceptionally 
well-preserved arches near the front of its body. The first of these 
pairs, closest to the head, eventually led to the evolution of jaws 
in vertebrates, the first time this feature has been seen so early in 
the fossil record. The findings are published in the June 11, 2014 
edition of the journal Nature.

Was an unstable magnetic field the cause of the first Ediacaran fauna?

Also on the subject of evolution, Henry Halls, Professor Emeritus in the Department of Earth Sciences and in the 
Department of Chemical and Physical Sciences at the University of Toronto Mississauga, is the lead author in a 
discovery that the earth’s magnetic field may have been subject to a prolonged period of rapid polarity reversals 
less than ten million years before the first known occurrence of Ediacaran  macrofauna at 578 Ma. The precise 
age dating needed to establish this close link was done by Michael Hamilton, a Professor in the Department’s Jack 

Satterly Geochronology Laboratory. The paper is now online in the journal Precambrian Geology.

Is the Earth’s crust everywhere a repository of deep hydrogen-rich waters 
and an incubator of microbial communities?

The discovery of ancient, hydrogen-rich waters several kilometers deep in Precambrian Shields of Canada and South 
Africa, reported last year in Alumni News (page 12) has been extended to the Scandinavian shield and now includes 
observations from 19 different mine sites. This new study, just published in the December 18 issue of Nature is by lead 
author Professor Barbara Sherwood Lollar, together with Dr. George Lacrampe-Couloume (a senior Research Associate in 
the department) and colleagues from Oxford and Princeton Universities.  The concentration of hydrogen in groundwater can 

be increased by a break-down in the water itself due to 
radiation from uranium and other naturally-occurring 
radioactive elements and from serpentinization, the 
hydrous alteration of the mineral olivine, which releases 
hydrogen.  Hydrogen in turn is food for certain microbes 
which can form complex communities based on the 
chemicals dissolved in the water. The total volume of 
Earth which may be inhabited by subsurface microbes 
has been considerably increased by the new study. The 
implications for life in the subsurface of Mars where the 
crust has a similar composition to earth, and where deep 
water may also exist, are profound.
 

Adapted from Kim Luke, 
Director of Communications, A&S

Photo: G. Borgonie 2012

The primitive fish Metaspriggina from the 505 million 
year-old Burgess Shale (Marble Canyon, Kootenay 
National Park) - Courtesy, Conway Morris and J-B Caron - 
Nature 2014. Artist reconstruction, Marianne Collins.
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In November, Professor Zoltan Zajacz and Department Chair 
Russell Pysklywec accompanied sixteen SEG U of T Student 
Chapter members to China to attend the 9th Annual Ore 
Deposits Models and Exploration Workshop. The workshop 
lasted five days long and took place at Zijin Mining Company 
Ltd. Headquarters in Shanghang County, Fujian Province. 

The course topics were taught by world-renowned experts 
and included a variety of ore deposit types: volcanic-hosted 
massive sulphides (Steven Scott, University of Toronto); Pb-
Zn ores in sediments (David Leach, formerly from the USGS); 
iron ores (Noel White, former Chief Exploration Geologist 
of BHP); porphyry and epithermal deposits (David Cooke, 
University of Tasmania); skarns (Zhaoshan Chang, James 
Cook University); gold deposits (Richard Goldfarb, USGS); 
magmatic Ni-Cu ores (Chusi Li, Indiana University (Ph.D. 
1993 U of T)); and iron oxide Cu-Au deposits (Huayong 
Chen). Noel White also lectured on the application of ore 
deposit models to exploration, and Kaihui Yang (Vice-
President of Zijin Mining, (Post Doc 1993-2003, U of T) 
spoke about the implications of the course for exploration 
in China. Daily lab sessions exposed students to over 500 
samples from well-known ore deposits.

The workshop was followed by a visit to Zijin’s Zijinshan 
Gold mine – the largest open pit gold mine in China. The 
students were also given a guided tour of the UNESCO world 
heritage site – Fujian Tulou, which is famed for its communal 
earthen roundhouses. In addition to Fujian, the students 

visited Beijing, Xiamen and Hong Kong. Highlights of 
Beijing were the trips to the Great Wall, the Forbidden City 
and Tiananmen Square. Highlights of Hong Kong included 
exploring the Tian Tan Buddha, Tai O – a traditional fishing 
village, Kowloon Park and the city’s diverse architecture.

A special thank you to Emeritus Professor Steve Scott and 
his wife Joan, the Department of Earth Sciences, and Zijin 
Mining Company Ltd. for giving the students the means to 
attend the workshop. The students were able to make contacts 
with Chinese students from various universities, and were 
able to engage in quality discussions with the instructors. It 
was a truly invaluable academic and cultural experience for 
the students and a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

Robin Wolf - 4th year student

Student SEG chapter visits China for Ore Deposits Workshop

Quebec diamonds coming soon!

In the November 2014 issue of Diamonds in Canada, a publication of the Northern Miner, a four-page article on Matt 
Manson  (CEO of  Stornoway Diamond Corporation) describes  the saga of his pulling off a $946-million financing 
package to develop the Reynard diamond mine in Quebec, the biggest ever project financing for a publically-listed 
diamond company and more than 13 years after the deposit’s initial discovery.  Matt sent some details last year (see  page 
22 of Alumni News 2014), but we just had to let you know that the Reynard Mine is scheduled to open no later than 2017 
with 18 million carats of probable reserves in 23.8 million tones grading 75 carats per hundred tonnes, with a current 
value of $190 per carat!  Stay tuned for the Grand Opening!!  

 Henry Halls

Top: U of T Earth Sciences participants pose in the centre 
of the group. Bottom: Visiting the Zijinshan gold mine.
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The Russian saga of John Gittins: 
intrigues and adventures

For John Gittins (Prof. Emeritus 1995), it all started on 
January 26 1988 when he and a colleague were the only 
foreigners aboard a Soviet scientific research vessel, the Boris 
Petrov that was bound on a geological extravaganza to look at 
volcanoes and their products of eruption. It was thus a voyage 
of discovery, going from the Canary and Cape Verde Islands 
off the west coast of Africa, across the Atlantic, through the 
Panama Canal to the Galapagos Islands, ending at Hawaii, 
about three months later. During this time spectacular 
volcanoes were seen, submarine alkaline volcanoes were 
dredged, and other alkaline rocks and carbonatites visited 
that were of special research interest to John as a Professor in 
the department from 1961 to 1995.

Little did John know at the time but his friendship with the 
ship’s captain and other Soviet scientists on board would 
cast completely unfounded suspicion on him as a Soviet spy, 
which after the voyage was completed, engendered visits 
from security/spy agencies of both Canada and the USA. It 
transpired that his own personal secretary in the department 
was an informer to the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service (CSIS) and had copied to them all his correspondence 
with Soviet scientists for several years.  She alleged, quite 
erroneously, that he was involved in suspicious activities.  
When faced with dismissal by Simcoe Hall she threatened 
to report to the Toronto newspapers that the University had 
a Soviet spy on its faculty.  Simcoe Hall succumbed and she 
was appointed to the Human Resources Department.

Alumni News has received a copy of John’s diaries relating to 
both the Boris Petrov  voyage and to his subsequent  and often 
invidious dealings with government agencies. Here we will 
avoid the tangled political intrigues and personal experiences 
that John felt was “like living inside a John Le Carré novel”. 
Although most of his interactions with spy agencies 

occurred between 1988 
and 1991, echoes of these 
adventures continue to 
the present day, as Ottawa 
still denies him sight of 
their files on him citing, 
“detection, prevention or 
suppression of subversive 
or hostile activities.”

For the Alumni News 
the editor has chosen a 
particularly vivid diary 
extract of John’s 1988 

visit via the Boris Petrov  to  Fogo,  a virtually circular island 
in the Cape Verde Group, which is formed by one enormous 
volcanic cone that at the time of writing (November 23, 
2014) has just started a new eruption, the first since 1995.  
The editor has made some changes to conserve space.

“February 4th, Thursday.  Fogo! This has truly been one of 
the most incredible days of my life. We reached the inside of 
the great caldera and were treated to a volcanic spectacle of 
unimaginable proportion.

Dawn broke with the great bulk of Fogo, rising  to 9,300 feet 
right out of the sea. The volcano is a smouldering giant that 
erupted most recently in 1951 with extensive flows and a 
huge volume of black pumice. With no harbour and no way 
for a ship of our size to dock, let alone anchor, the ship’s boat 
was swung out into the heaving swell. After one abortive 
start when the boat’s engine failed to start, the fibre glass 
boat equipped with a roof, portholes and a small conning 
tower  for the pilot, set off for the mainland in six-foot swells.  
After half an hour the boat landed, watched by a few local 
men, which subsequently mushroomed into a great crowd 
when a local government agent appeared, to inspect our 
landing papers. When it was discovered that some important 
papers had been left on the ship, everyone had to board pick-
up trucks to visit the Governor in the nearby town of San 
Fillipe.  For me, as a carbonatite specialist, I was amazed to 
see that the white line down the middle of the road was made 
of carbonatite that contrasted sharply with the dark grey of 
the alkali basalt cobbles.  The original plan had been to visit 
the carbonatite localities but the governor insisted that we 
should all visit the caldera and after much honking of horns 
in the town we set off in a Land Rover and a covered pick-up 
following a magnificently cobbled road that led all the way 
inside the caldera. Ultimately, at the highest elevations, the 
road hairpins with sweeping drops devoid of guard rails. Lava 
and cinder cones are everywhere. Ignimbrite and pumice 
blankets give testimony to the red hot torment that must 
have swept down on everything that had dared to take hold, 
and the mountain still rises beside and around you. The road 
takes on a bewildering  appearance once you realize that all 

The Emeritus corner
FOGO

John Gittins (left) on board the
Boris Petrov.
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traces of habitation have been left far behind and all around is 
sharp black clinker. But nothing can possibly prepare for the 
breath-taking starkness of the spectacle that erupts into view 
as you round a bend and enter the caldera. This is the vast 
interior of the volcano where a circular section roughly 10 
km across foundered back into the earth. From its almost flat 
floor gradually rose a 4000 foot high central cone. It stands 

bare of any vegetation- a daunting spectacle of lava flows in 
black and browns, in air so crisp and clear that every rock 
and crevice, every ripple in the frozen lava is etched with 
perfect clarity. The view becomes even more spectacular as 
the caldera walls come into view, rising all around you more 
than 3000 feet in near-vertical cliffs. You can but stand in 
silent awe.”  

John Gittins, Henry Halls

We were working under the auspices of the Polar Continental 
Shelf project based at Resolute Bay in the high Arctic. Our 
helicopter pilot was from Newfoundland, with that aura of 
dependability in a crisis, who was easy-going, humorous, 
and unlike many pilots, prepared to take some calculated 
risks for the benefit of the project, even to the point of flying 
beside pinnacles, landing on narrow rocky promontories, 
flying low over the landscape in search for the rocks we were 
seeking and even landing on icebergs and polar icecaps and 

John Westgate (Professor Emeritus 2002) has been making 
regular visits over the last two decades to the University 
of Aberystwyth in Wales. Currently, he is working with 
colleagues there on tephra deposits of the giant Toba caldera 
on the island of Sumatra in Indonesia. Eruptive activity 
occurred in three phases at 800 ka, 500 ka and 75 ka, the 
last being the largest eruption of Quaternary times, emitting 
3000 km3 of tephra and producing a gigantic caldera 30 
km wide and 100 km long (see the figure).  The climatic 
influence of this giant eruption has been recorded in ice caps 
and sedimentary deposits throughout the world and some 
scientists believe it may have had an almost fatal impact on 
humankind!    

John and his colleagues have been working on tephra beds 
across the fall-out area, by determining major and trace 
elements compositions on the same glass shards using both 
the electron microprobe and laser ablation inductively 
coupled plasma mass spectrometry. They have found that 
the three ages of tephra deposits can be identified by the 
trace element content of their glass shards. They can now say 
with confidence that all tephra samples across peninsular 
India belong to the 75 ka eruption, and that in situ artifacts 
associated with this tephra are of Middle Paleolithic age, 
although, in places, older artifacts have been reworked into 

younger stratigraphic positions.  The view taken by previous 
researchers that tephra an order of magnitude older is 
present at some of the important archeological sites of India, 
thereby indicating  an early Pleistocene age, is thus incorrect 
– a conclusion that is corroborated by the low area density of 
spontaneous fission tracks in shards of the tephra.  

John Westgate

descending for close-ups of polar bears, all in the name of 
science! On this particular occasion we landed on the rim 
of a steep fjord on Ellesmere Island. Behind was an ice cap 
and before us was a magnificent fjord with precipitous sides. 
Far below was a thin film of cloud slowly making its way up 
the fjord, crawling over the surface of the water.  On it came 
until we realized that it was a fog bank and before long we 
were engulfed in a thick shroud of zero visibility.  How long 
could we be trapped? After Steve and I played interminable 

Emeritus corner, continued

John Westgate tackles Toba tephra

Hunting for diabase dykes in the high Arctic 

The adventures of Henry Halls (Prof. Emeritus 2010) and 
his graduate student Steve Denyszyn (Ph.D. 2008)
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hands of cribbage it became painfully obvious that we could 
be in for a long siege. Our pilot became restless after an hour 
or so and informed us that he was going to reconnoiter and 
disappeared into the fog. After another hour we became 
worried that he was lost when suddenly he emerged out of 
the gloom and said that there was a way out!   He said that 
we were to walk up the ice cap and that he would be right 
behind!  In fog a helicopter needs a ground reference and 
some dark-coloured object in the white of the snow to follow. 
So we set off trudging up the ice cap. Steve was leading and I 
was behind. I dared not to turn around because the helicopter, 
immediately behind me, was churning up the ice which flew 
before me in a hail of icy bullets. After about 20 minutes of 
hard climbing, the sky lightened and a faint orange orb of the 
sun became visible. That was all the pilot needed! He landed, 
we jumped in, and he was away!  Steve recalls:  
“After all that, we made it back in time for a late supper at 
Resolute.  I was eating with a few helicopter pilots, who had 
also come back late.  They asked how our day had gone, and 
I told them: ‘Our pilot had us do that thing where we’re the 

reference on the ground as he flies through the fog until we 
could see the sky’, because as exciting as it was for us, surely 
these veterans had done this maneuver a hundred times each. 
I was a bit shocked to see their surprised faces after telling my 
story – one said ‘I never would have tried that!’ ” 

Henry Halls 

On 13th May 2014 the Department 
of Earth Sciences held a reception 
for our alumni at the Saltlick 
Restaurant in Calgary. Some 30 
alumni attended. As might be 
expected, most are now employed 
in the Calgary petroleum industry, 
including Andrew Hogg (M.Sc. 
1985), Vice-President, Human 
Resources, for Total E&P, Kirk 
Osadetz (B.Sc. 1978, M.Sc. 1983), 
former Director of the Institute of 
Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology, Calgary, and currently Manager, Program development with CMC Research Institutes, 
and Roger Macqueen (B.Sc. 1957, M.Sc. 1960), a former Research Scientist with the Geological Survey of Canada and a 
member of the famous Operation Bow-Athabasca team (see article on this topic on p. 11), now retired. The event was hosted 

by Chair Russ Pysklywec, who spoke about the activities of our students, 
in particular the educational field trips that the department has been able 
to hold for groups of undergraduates. Professor Andrew Miall spoke about 
the new skills required to operate in the petroleum industry, given the shift 
in emphasis to such unconventional resources as oil sands, shale gas and 
tight oil. Professor Bernd Milkereit also attended. Many reminiscences were 
exchanged about students and former members of the department. The event 
was also an opportunity to celebrate the award of the 2014 Logan Medal of 
the Geological Association of Canada to Professor Andrew Miall. 

Thanks to Monica Hahm and Carlo Siochi of the Office of Advancement 
at the Faculty of Arts and Science for their assistance in making this event 
possible.

Alumni Events
Reunion in Calgary

Gordon Stabb (B.Sc. 1981) president of Durando 
Resources Corporation, Andrew Miall and Sharon 
Stabb (B.A. 1982).  Photos: Greg Azani
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Backpack to Briefcase

The Faculty of Arts and Science’s Backpack to Briefcase (b2B) 
events provides opportunities for students to understand 
their education in a broader context — opening discussions 
with alumni, faculty members, staff and peers about life 
after graduation. Four events organised by the Mineral 
Investment Club (and SEG) and the Office of Advancement 
were held at the Faculty Club and attended by a number of 
alumni working in various fields (see below), students and 
professors.  Students enjoyed the opportunity to receive 
sound advice on how to build a career and alumni shared 
stories about their journeys to sucess.

2013-2014 was the first year that the Department of Earth Sciences was involved in b2B, and it proved to be an immense 
success for the students attending. Our thanks to the alumni guests in attendance at these events, and we hope they are the 
first of many, where our students get the opportunity to interact with more alumni!

March 24, 2014

Egizio Bianchini (BSc 1983)
 Vice-Chair, Co-Head Global Metals & Mining –   
 BMO Capital Markets

Dr. Stefan Ioannou (BASc 1998; PhD 2004)
 Mining Analyst – Haywood Securities

Leif Nilsson (HBSc 2006)
 Vice President – Macquarie Capital

Alex Terentiew (HBSc 2001 / MASc 2003 / MBA 2008)
 Equity Analyst – Metals & Mining, Raymond James Ltd.

April 10, 2014

Dr. Nicole Januszczak (HBSc 1998; MSc 2000; PhD 2004)
 Targeting and Review Manager, 
 De Beers – Exploration Canada

Aisha Jean-Baptiste (HBSc 2010)
 Exploration Coordination Manager – Guyana   
 Goldfields Inc. (GGI)

Dr. Silvia Mancini (HBSc 2000; MSc 2002; PhD 2007)
 Environmental Scientist – Golder Associates Ltd.

Alexandria Marcotte (HBSc 2008)
 Project Geologist – Canadian Zinc Corporation

Leonie Soltay (HBSc 2003; MSc 2004)
 Associate Portfolio Manager – Sentry Investments

November 12, 2014

Alex Brkljac (HBSc 2010)
 Geologist – Wellgreen Platinum

Heather MacDonald (BSc 1997; MSc 1999)
 Mining Lead, Environment and Nuclear Market –   
 CH2M HILL

Juliana Morales (HBSc 2013)
 Geologist (Mining Professional in Training    
 program) – De Beers Canada Inc.

Alex Pernin (HBSc 2013)
 Research Associate, Precious Metals – Canaccord   
 Genuity

November 24, 2014

Laurie Curtis (PhD 1975)
 Vice President-Research – Dundee Capital Markets

Sandra Kamo (BSc 1984 / PhD 2012)
 Geochronology Lab Manager – Department of   
 Earth Sciences

Matt Manson (MSc 1989 / PhD 1996)
 President and CEO – Stornoway Diamond    
 Corporation

Hugh Snyder
 President – H. R. Snyder & Associates
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On May 29th 2014, at the Faculty Club a celebratory lunch 
was hosted by Chair Russ Pysklywec on behalf of all six 
members of the graduating class of 1964. So it was a very 
special lunch, celebrating a half century of geological and 
geophysical endeavor after graduation from the department! 
Our visitors were Dick Aarden, Jon Baird, Al Berti, Barrie 
Clarke,  Alan Ruffman, and Miriam Steele-Petrovich.

 A short word about each of our illustrious guests: 

Alan Ruffman has had a colourful career, centred largely 
on Oceanography of Canada’s east coast and the Arctic, but 
encompassing many other activities including Geological 
Mapping with the OGS and GSC in the Hudson bay region, a 
highlight of which was a demonstration  by a helicopter pilot 
of “autorotation” ... turning off  the engine in mid-flight and 
autorotating to a soft landing!  His discoveries include the 
Crozier graben in the Queen Elizabeth Islands (surveying 
for the Polar gas pipeline) and a WWII freighter sitting 
upright in the Strait of Belle Isle and documented cases of 
widespread scours by icebergs  and glacial fluting  to depths 
of almost a kilometre! He also formed a company, Geomarine 
Associates Ltd, and looked for the tsunami deposits from the 
1929 Grand Banks earthquake. He also identified Orphan 
knoll, a kidney bean-shaped bump on the ocean floor, about 
550 km NE of Newfoundland,  that he felt was a fragment of 
continental crust. After persuading DSDP to drill there (site 
111), it turned out to be a freshwater continental deposit, the 
stratigraphy of which resembled Paleozoic Welsh coalfields!  
In 2013 Canada filed a claim under article 76 of the Law of 
the Sea and included Orphan knoll into its territory!  His 
company grew from 2 to 32 personnel and has published 
100’s of semi-refereed contracts for private and government 
clients. He has been very much in the public eye and has 
been interviewed almost 50 times for TV, film and radio 
documentaries. He was also an extra for James Cameron’s 
Titanic but his segment ended up on the cutting room floor!

Dick Aarden is based in Venezuela and Guyana where, after 
obtaining a Ph.D. at the University of Toronto, he became 
involved for over 30 years in geological exploration and 
resource development in rare earth elements, and base and 
precious metals. Following his tenure with the Venezuelan 
Ministry of Energy and Mines as Head of their Analytical 
Chemistry division, he became chief geologist of the 
Columbia gold mine. As one of the select few who have in-
depth knowledge of the metallogeny of the Precambrian 
Guyana and Venezuela Shields, he remains active as a 
consultant.

Class of 6T4 Reunion

Miriam Steele-Petrovich  obtained a Ph.D. at Yale following 
an M.Sc. at the University of Ottawa. Her research was on the 
paleobiology of Upper Ordovician fossils from the Ottawa-
Bonnechere graben. She studied short-lived fossils, many of 
which are beautifully preserved. She is presently a Research 
Associate at the University of Tulsa.

Al Berti was an exploration geologist and consultant for 
several oil companies and as a palynologist (Ph.D., U. 
Western Ontario) worked for Chevron Canada on the 
Grand Banks and Scotian shelf oil plays, as well as the 
Mackenzie Delta. Later he joined the Department of Indian 
and Northern Affairs as a Senior Land Adviser responsible 
for the regulation, management and assessment of oil and 
gas reserves and advising First Nations on the geological 
potential in support of disposition negotiations.

After obtaining an M.Sc. in our department and a Ph.D. at the 
University of Edinburgh, Barrie Clark became a Professor of 
Geology at Dalhousie University from 1970 to 2007 and is 

Front row, l-r: Henry Halls, Alan Ruffman, Al Bertie, Miriam 
Steele-Petrovich, Dick Aarden, Barrie Clarke and Russ 
Pysklywec. Jon Baird Class of 6T4 from Geophysics is in the 
second row on the left and Jeff Fawcett in the back row on the 
right. Others in the photo are family members of the guests of 
honour.

Alan Ruffman, Al Bertie, Miriam Steele-Petrovich, Dick Aarden 
and Barrie Clarke in 1964.
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80’s

Survey Says!

An online survey sent to ES/Geology alumni who have provided emails to the University was sent out 
in the spring asking for feedback on U of T and our own Alumni News content and mailing preferences.  
Many readers enjoy their paper copy and finding out what their former classmates are doing.  Contact 
us at alumninews@es.utoronto.ca and send us a brief note about your activities since graduation, and  a 
shout out to old friends!

now an Adjunct Professor, a position he will hold until 2017.  
He once travelled with Tuzo Wilson to see the Tertiary basalts 
of Baffin Island. His interests in this topic, in per-aluminous 
granites and in the mineralogy of kimberlites and peridotite 
nodules have absorbed much of his research time.

Jon Baird, who graduated in Geophysics, spent 28 years 
with Scintrex, a Toronto-based consultant and manufacturer 
of instrumentation used in mineral exploration and other 
applications such as chemical sniffers for cross-border 
inspection. Responsible for marketing and selling of 
Scintrex products, Jon led a world-wide campaign to make 
the company a world leader in more than 100 countries. 
He then became the Managing Director of CAMESE, the 
Canadian Association of Mining Equipment and Services 
for Export. Since Jon took over, company membership in 
CAMESE has increased from 28 to over 330!  He has visited 
over 71 countries and speaks five languages. He was past 
President (2008-2010) of the Prospectors and Development 
Association. He excels at bringing disparate mining-related 
groups together to achieve consensus on important issues 

Denis Blewett (B.Sc. 1988 - UTM) writes “ The recent Alumni 
News brought back fond memories. Seeing pics of  Henry 
Halls and Pierre Robin, who both taught me, was wonderful. 
I had the privilege to  meet Tony Naldrett in South Africa at 
one of his talks.  

“I left Canada in 1989 and returned to South Africa... the 
call of Africa and the family.  I worked for Gencor/Shell/BHP 
in exploration, 5 years in base metals looking for another 
Peiring Mine in N. Cape in the dolomites, living in a caravan 
with my dog. Subsequently I ran the sales department of a 
geological supply company (CORSTOR International) for  
13 years. I started my own Geological supply company in 
2009 and have been at it ever since. 

Greetings from South Africa, and regards to anyone who 
remembers me!”

Class of 6T4 Reunion continued
and believes strongly in progress through collective efforts. 
He has been awarded the 2013 Vale medal for meritorious 
contributions to mining.  

As a young geophysicist he was sent to Pine Point NWT to do 
an IP survey. He was working for H.O. Seigel and Associates 
and their client was Pyramid Mines. Pyramid had staked some 
claims on the south side of the extensive Cominco property 
and had the novel idea of doing IP. Cominco had relied on 
drilling and geology to find the lead-zinc ore bodies that 
were like raisins in a limestone cake. Soon they discovered 
a big anomaly, many times background. It was at the north 
end of the Pyramid lines. Jon went to check the staking and 
found a claim-wide gap that covered half of the eventual ore-
body! Jon called the client’s representative in Vancouver. He 
came up and they staked the gap. After drilling and with the 
IP and gravity data, they calculated that the body contained 
12 million tons of 12% combined Pb-Zn. The discovery was 
quickly sold to Cominco and Pyramid shareholders made a 
fortune! 

Henry Halls

Hot Rocks!  Students take a hands on approach to learning 
during their field trip to Hawaii. Left to right: Giovanna Rodrigues 
da Cunha, Juzer Norman, Jonathon Warner, Jacob Chol and An-
dre Fernandez-Rivera (with plant).
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Richard James Hutson (1957- September 2014)

Rick (Richard James) Hutson passed away suddenly on 
September 15th, 2014. He was well known to undergraduates 
in mineral engineering and geology/earth sciences for the 
dedication and enthusiasm that he put into encouraging 
them in their career paths, and in mentoring a significant 
number. The students really valued him. He was honoured 
on October 4th., 2014 by his family and many friends. The 
event was attended by undergraduate Rachel Jongsma, 
graduate student Shilika Mathur, recent mineral engineering 
graduate Andreas Steckenborn and Ed Spooner, representing 
the Department. The three speeches were exceptional and 
moving.    
  
 Rick graduated in geological engineering (Option E) in 1980 
and trained with Amoco. He did exceptionally well being 
one of the first Amoco representatives sent to Myanmar 
where be built up a significant personal relationship with the 
U.S. Ambassador in Kazakhstan!  In ~2000 he brought his 
family back to the Toronto area, worked for C.J. Stafford and 
Associates and became closely involved with CIM.  

Ed Spooner

Craig Finnigan (Ph.D. 2006; 
Brenan) passed away suddenly 
on 30 January, 2014.  After 
receiving bachelor and masters 
degrees from University of 
Western Ontario, Craig came 
to the (then) Department of 
Geology at U of T to begin Ph.D. 
work in 2001.  His Ph.D. thesis, 
entitled “An experimental study 
investigating the role of chromite 

on affecting the behaviour of the PGEs in igneous systems” 
produced a seminal paper explaining the longstanding 
enigma about the association of platinum group minerals 
with chromite grains.  All of us who knew Craig as a graduate 
student will recall his keen wit, and infectious sense of fun.  
He established the graduate student field trip, which is seen 
now as a continuing annual tradition for new graduate 
students to get to know each other and develop a sense of 
community.  His skills as a teaching assistant in the Whitefish 
Falls Field camp were legendary, and there are dozens of  
P. Geos today who will recall his patient cajoling to get them 
to make a proper measurement of strike and dip!  After 
graduating, Craig was hired by Kaminak Gold Ltd, where he 
was part of the exploration team who discovered the Coffee 
Gold deposits, located in the Yukon Territory. For this work, 
Craig and fellow team members were recently honoured 
with the prestigious “Spud Heustis” Award for Excellence in 
Prospecting and Mineral Exploration, from the Association 
of Mineral Exploration for British Columbia and Yukon.  
Craig will be sorely missed by friends and colleagues alike.

                                                 James Brenan

Ulrich Kretschmar (1941-2014)

Ulrich Kretschmar (Ph.D. 1973; 
Scott) passed away suddenly and 
unexpectedly of a heart attack 
while walking in the woods near 
his home in Bracebridge, that he 
had only recently aquired with his 
wife Laura. Just a few days earlier 
they held a house warming for a multitude of family, friends 
and neighbours. Those of us in the department in the early 
1970s will remember Ulrich as an ambitious, hard working 
student investigating through experiments and field studies 
the controls on the composition of the sulfarsenide mineral 
arsenopyrite. The “arsenopyrite geothermometer” found 
application in estimating the temperature of formation or 
metamorphism of several types of ore deposits (Kretschmar 
and Scott, 1976, Canadian Mineralogist). Upon graduation 
Ulrich was involved in mineral exploration, primarily as a 
consultant, with projects around the world. In recent years 
he had been working on his passion, a book for Elsevier on 
the sedimentary origin of so-called “orogenic gold” based 
on his extensive field work across Canada. The book will be 
published as Ulrich’s legacy within the field in which he spent 
his life.

Steven Scott and Lauren Carter (Ulrich’s step-daughter)

John  D. Kinrade (1949- September 2014) 

John died of a stroke after open heart surgery, following 
breathing problems on his very last day of work as a Professor 
at Seneca College before retirement. Many of his former 
students left messages of condolence with comments on how 
he positively influenced their lives.

He gained his Ph.D. under the supervision of Jon Van Loon 
in 1975 and worked with Jim Charters (IT and Systems 
Analyst in our department) on the research staff of Scintrex 
for a number of years. 

The John Kinrade Memorial Fund has been created in his 
honour by the School of Biological & Applied Chemistry at 
Seneca College.

Obituaries
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Contributors who are not noted inside include 
Gautam Narayanana and Felicia DaSilva (b2B),
Barrett Hooper, Carlo Siochi, Kafayat Matti, 
Andrew Miall, Becky Ghent, Barbara Sherwood Lollar, 
Jean-Benard Caron, Lynn Slotkin, Zoltan Zajacz, Pierre 
Robin. 

Thanks to the alumni who sent letters, photos and 
biographical notes.

Comments and contributions are 
most welcome  – 
especially news of former students.  

Send your contribution by e-mail: 

alumni.newsletter@es.utoronto.ca

or by regular mail to:

The Editor, Alumni News, 
Department of Earth Sciences 
University of Toronto, 
22 Russell St. 
Toronto, ON, M5S 3B1.

  
www.es.utoronto.ca 

Department of Earth Sciences, October 2014


